
FUMC ESL 9-25-2017 Hi Intermediate Lesson


Tell which expressions CANNOT be used to complete the sentence.
 
Expressions of Quantity
a-three
b-several
c-some
d-a lot of
e-too much
f-too many
g-a few
h-a little
i-a number of
j-a great deal of
k-hardly any
l-no

1. Jake has ___________ homework.
2. Isabel has _________ assignments.
3. There is _________________ milk in the refrigerator.
4. ______________ boxes are empty.
5. I have ____________ oranges.

Write “much” or “many” in the blanks.

1.I have visited ________ cities in the U.S.
2.There isn’t ____________ money left.
3.I didn’t get ____________ mail today.
4.There is too ___________ furniture in this room.
5.There wasn’t ____________ traffic today.

expressions of quantity used with count nouns used with noncount nouns

 one      each       every one apple, each boy, every pencil NO

two     both    a couple of    a few    
several     many    a number of

two pears, both boys, a couple of 
pencils, a few buses, several chairs, 
many phones, a number of bicycles

NO

a little    much    a great deal of NO a little salt, much light, a great deal 
of coffee

no    some/any    a lot of/lots of
plenty of     most     all

no apples, some pears, any boys, a 
lot of chairs, plenty of bicycles, most 
dogs, all cats

no rice, some coffee, any light, a lot 
of cheese, plenty of corn, most 
clothing, all fruit



6.How ____________ sides does a pentagon have?
7.I haven’t met _____________ people here.
8.How _________ postage does his letter need?
9.How ___________ stamps does this letter need?
10.There wasn’t ____________ news in the paper today.

Work with a partner to choose the best word in these sentences.

1. Ellen is (mourning/ weeping) his death.
2. I (object/reject) your apologies because I don’t believe you are (sincere/ false).
3. I was (hopeful/ happy) to hear you liked the song I wrote.
4. Some people believe in ghosts, but I am (skeptical/ assured).
5. When my wife was pregnant, she (craved/ dreamed) ice cream.
6. I (demand/ require) you apologize.
7. The toddlers (command/ order) my full attention.
8. Be careful around Ted today. He’s in a really bad (fit/ mood). 
9. Ted’s hot (mood/ temper) is well known around the office.
10.The atmosphere in this office is really (poison/ toxic).

DISCUSSION
1. Would your friends say you are “mellow” or have a “hot temper”?
2. Which of these adjectives best describes you: considerate, honest, courageous?
3. What is more important in a friend, loyalty or truthfulness?
4.   Would you prefer a wide circle of casual friends, or just one best friend?
5.   Are you a person who always plans ahead, or do you like to be spontaneous?
6.   What’s the biggest time waster in your life?
7.   Are you frequently the first to finish tasks or do you like to take your time and make 
sure you have everything perfect?
8.   Do you enjoy being the center of attention?
9.   Do you enjoy surprises or do you prefer to know what will happen in advance?
10. Do you have a thirst for adventure?




